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Animal Track Stampers

These highly detailed animal tracks are great for all sorts of crafts 
and decorations. Animal Track Stampers are cut from super dense 
foam for creating very fine prints with paints, pigments and ink. 
Decorate the walls in a playroom or set the scene for a treasure 
hunt or classroom animal discovery activity. These versatile 
sponges can even be used as stencils with spray paint, markets, 
pens or paintbrushes. Take a gander at the following ideas and 
track explanations to get you started crafting with animal tracks! 

•Turn a classroom or playground into an animal discovery park! Set 
up animal specific stations around the classroom or playground 
that contain reading and other supporting materials about each 
animal. Tape large sheets of roll paper or poster board to the floor 
and use Animal Track Stampers to mark out a path to each outlined 
animal. When children reach the end of each path they can learn 
about the animal they’ve been tracking.

•Make an animal track wall border. Cut 6" tall strips of roll paper and 
paint on animal tracks. Use tape to secure the wall border around 
the classroom.

•Make animal track collages. Dip and paint animal tracks onto 
poster board along with magazine clipping and items found in 
mature that are necessary to the habitat of the animal being 
highlighted.

• Use Animal Track Stampers with face paint! Simply press the 
sponge against the child’s cheek and use it as a template to apply 
face paint. When all children have their tracks painted on, allow 
each student to present information to the class that relates to the 
animal track on their face.
•The following illustrations will help you identify each animal track.
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